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Protecting Your Disabled Client’s Settlement or
Judgment Proceeds: Issues and Planning Tools

Y

ou worked hard (often years) to obtain a settlement or judgment on behalf of your injured
client (the proceeds), who often is considered
disabled for Social Security and/or Medicaid or Medicare
purposes. Does your responsibility to that client end with
obtaining the best results possible? No! This article explores
the nature of a disability, potential “government benefits”
that may be available to your client, and ways you can (and
probably should) explore protecting the proceeds. First, a
few definitions are required.

What is a Disability for
Government Benefits Purposes?
A child is considered disabled if she has a medically
determinable physical or mental impairment (including an
emotional or learning impairment), that (1) results in marked
and severe functional limitation, and (2) can be expected to
result in death; or has or can be expected to last for a continuous period of not less than twelve months.1 Examples
might include brain injuries at birth (such as cerebral palsy,
seizure disorders, significant developmental delays, significant autism, etc.).
An adult is considered disabled if she cannot engage
in any substantial gainful employment (SGE) because of
a medically determinable physical or mental impairment
expected to result in death, or has lasted or is expected to
last, for a continuous period of at least twelve months.2 An
adult’s disability may have been caused at birth, during
minority or as a result of injuries from the tortfeasor you
have been fighting.
Determining and proving—to the Social Security Administration or Department for Medicaid Services—whether
your client is disabled is crucial in determining whether your
client is entitled to government benefits, what type of benefits
she may be entitled, and what action may be appropriate to
make sure the proceeds she receives do not disqualify her
from receiving those benefits.
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Practice Tip: Always request a copy of your client’s
latest Social Security and Medicare/Medicaid award
statements and cards. Often our clients believe they are
receiving one form of benefit but are receiving something
different. The differences matter!

To What Government Benefits
Might Your Client be Entitled?
A person who is disabled may be entitled to government
benefits in the form of SSI (a means-tested benefit), SSDI,
SSA or the DACB (brief definitions follow), Medicare or
state Medicaid services. In Kentucky, receipt of at least one
dollar of SSI, automatically qualifies your disabled client
for Medicaid if she does not have too many “countable”
resources or too much income, and might qualify her for a
Medicaid Waiver, which is a special program that provides
extra services to your disabled client who fits within the
specific waiver criteria. Some of the more well-known Kentucky Medicaid waivers are the Michelle P. Waiver (MPW),
the Supports for Community Living Waiver (SCLW), the
Home and Community Based Services Waiver (HCBSW)
and two brain injury waivers.
Other government benefits to which your disabled client
might be entitled include:
• Federal Subsidized (HUD) Housing
• Section 8 Housing
• SNAP (previously known as food stamps) Benefits
• TANF (Temporary Assistance for Needy Families)
Benefits
• Veterans’ Benefits
• Long-term Care Medicaid (nursing home care), etc.
A brief review of the types of Social Security Benefits
and their implications follows:

Types of Social Security Benefits
and Their Implications:
Supplemental Security
Income (SSI)
The SSI benefit program is available to low-income persons, who are
disabled, blind or elderly and have
limited income and few countable assets.3 SSI eligibility rules form the basis
for most other government program
benefits mentioned above, and so they
become the central focus for much
special (supplemental) needs planning
and administration discussed later.
Social Security Disability
Insurance (SSDI)
SSDI (or SSD) is available to
disabled persons who either have sufficient work histories before becoming disabled or are entitled to receive

benefits by being a dependent or
survivor of a disabled, retired or deceased insured worker. A person who
was disabled before age 22 is eligible
for such benefits upon a parent’s disability, retirement or death (sometimes
referred to as the Disabled Adult Child
Benefit, DACB or DCB). There is no
“means” test for SSDI eligibility, and
so special needs trusts (or other planning techniques discussed below) may
not be necessary for some beneficiaries.
However, persons receiving SSDI may
also qualify for SSI and/or Medicaid
benefits, requiring protection of their
assets and income to maintain eligibility. Of course, just because your client’s
benefits are not means-tested does not
mean she will not benefit from the
protection of a trust (or other financial
planning mechanism discussed later in
this article).

Medicare
Medicare is one of two principal
health care programs operated and
funded by the federal government and
was founded in 1965 by the Health
Insurance for the Aged Act.4 Medicare
benefits are available to all persons
age 65 or older, and those under 65
who have been receiving SSDI (or
DACB) for at least two years. Medicare
recipients without substantial assets
or income may find they have a difficult time paying for medications or
long-term care (which remains largely
outside of Medicare’s list of benefits).
Medicaid
Medicaid is the second major
government-run health care program.5
Medicaid differs from Medicare in
Continued on following page
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three important ways:
• It is run by state governments
(though largely funded by federal
payments)
• It is available to those who meet financial eligibility requirements rather
than age, and
• It covers necessary medical care (although narrowly defined).
Because Medicaid is a “meanstested” government benefit, its continued availability is often the central
focus of planning to protect your client’s proceeds.

Medicaid Eligibility
Requirements
For your client to qualify for
Medicaid and the Medicaid Waivers
mentioned above, she must:
• Not have too much income (varies
based on the person’s situation), and
• Not have “countable” resources exceeding $2,000.
Assets which are not countable—
i.e., are “excludable” —include:
• A home
• Tangible personal property and
clothing
• One automobile or van necessary for
the disabled person’s transportation
• Other limited resources, like a small
amount of life insurance ($1,500)
• Prepaid burial (certain amounts must
be pre-approved by Medicaid)
• Tools of the disabled person’s trade
• Other small, less important, items.
All other assets (including the
proceeds) are countable and thus
stand to cause your client to lose
her government benefits, unless
special precautions are taken. Spe18
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cial planning techniques may be
used to protect those government
benefits.

Planning Techniques Available
to Protect Your Client’s
Government Benefits
Many planning techniques are
available to allow your client’s proceeds
to be excluded from being counted as a
resource for SSI or Medicaid purposes
and may be used to protect her government benefits. These techniques may
be used to supplement the government
benefits and enhance your disabled client’s quality of life.
Some of the major (and most common) techniques are:
• Spend-down to become eligible, or
re-qualify, for government benefits
• Establish a First Party Special Needs
Trust
• Establish an ABLE Account
• Join a Pooled Special Needs Trust
• Enter into financial planning before
finalizing a settlement—taking all of
the above (and other) techniques into
consideration
• Combine and use traditional investments and cash
• Use a Structured Settlement along
with other investments.
Spend-down
If your disabled client receives a
relatively small amount of proceeds,
she may elect to terminate or lose her
government benefits until her excludable assets again fall below the threshold limits mentioned above. This is not
necessarily a bad choice, given certain
circumstances and the client making an
informed decision.
As mentioned, if your client’s
countable resources exceed $2,000, she
will lose her government benefits until
they once again fall below the threshold. She may then re-apply for the government benefits. Often clients work

with Medicaid on a spend-down plan.
Once the proceeds have been spent on
excludable resources, or just used-up
for normal day-to-day expenses, your
client may then reapply for her government benefits. This decision should not
be made lightly and should be done in
consultation with you or one or more
of the consultants mentioned in the
financial planning section of this article.
First Party Special Needs Trust
(FPSNT)
One of the most popular, and often
used, techniques to protect government
benefits is to have your client establish
a “First Party Special Needs Trust”
which will not be counted against
her, unless improperly used. Congress
authorized6 the establishment of such
trusts to be coordinated with government benefits. In order to qualify as
“excludable resources” for SSI and
Medicaid purposes, federal law requires
the trust to conform to the following
over arching rules:
• The trust must be funded with assets
of the individual (i.e., the proceeds)
• The disabled client must be under
age 65
• The client must be disabled
• The trust must be established and
used for the sole benefit of the disabled person
• The trust may be established by the
disabled person,7 her attorney-infact, her guardian, a parent, grandparent, guardian or by court order
• Upon the death of the disabled client
any state(s) that provided Medicaid
benefits to your client must be repaid
for any Medicaid benefits paid any
time during the client’s lifetime (to the
extent they were not paid as part of
third party liability payment at the
time of settlement), to the extent any
trust funds are left. In a real sense, the
government is making an interestfree loan to your client, allowing more

resources to be used for care and
lifestyle, and allowing her to receive
the benefits of Medicaid established
rates for care, etc.
When properly established and
administered, the funds in the FPSNT
are used to supplement the government
benefits your client receives in some
of the following (non-exclusive) ways:
• To purchase a home
• To provide in-kind support and
maintenance (i.e. food and shelter)
to the extent SSI is not sufficient to
cover these expenses. Important caveat:To the extent that the special needs
trust is used to pay for in-kind support
and maintenance (ISM), the SSI payment can be reduced by one third of the
maximum SSI allotment in any year,
regardless of how much SSI the client
receives. (The maximum SSI allotment in 2018 is $750, so SSI may

be reduced by as much as $250 for
amounts paid for ISM, regardless of
how much SSI your client receives.)
Often, it is worth this SSI “haircut” to
enhance your client’s overall quality
of life, although it is important for
your client to retain at least $1 of
SSI each month in order to remain
automatically qualified for Medicaid.
• Virtually all other items not covered
by SSI or Medicaid and which are for
the client’s sole benefit,8 such as:
- Clothing
- Phone, cable and internet service
- One vehicle required to transport
your disabled client, insurance,
maintenance, gas, etc.
- Tuition, books, tutoring
- Travel and entertainment
- Household fur nishings and
furniture

- Television, computers and electronics
- Durable medical equipment not
covered by Medicaid
- Care management
- Therapy, medications, alternative treatments
- Taxes
- Legal, guardianship and trustee
fees
- On and on—as long as it is for
the sole benefit of the disabled
person.
Although FPSNTs can be difficult to manage, and the Trustee
may be subject to frequent questioning by the SSA and DMS, their
benefits usually far outweigh their
detriments.
Continued on following page
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Achieving a Better Life
Experience Accounts (ABLE)
In 2015, Congress authorized a
new saving option for the disabled that
has now been picked up by many states,
including Kentucky. The legislation is
actually part of the Internal Revenue
Code and is codified in Internal Revenue Code (IRC) § 529A; part of the
same Code section that allows qualified
education savings accounts.
These accounts are available to
people disabled before the age 26 and
the assets (i.e., savings) do not count
against them for determining eligibility
for SSI and Medicaid.9 Like FPSNTs,
ABLE accounts may be used for the
beneficiary for “Qualified Disability
Related Expenses,” and in many respects, are even broader than what
a special needs trust may be used. A
disabled beneficiary may only have
one ABLE account and, generally, no
more than the annual gift tax exclusion amount ($15,000 in 2018) may
be placed into the account—from
all sources—and the account grows
income tax free. As part of the Tax
Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017, Congress
expanded the amount a disabled person can put into an ABLE account to
include her earnings; so long as those
earnings are below the federal poverty
level for a single person ($12,060 in
2018). In addition, the “ABLE rollover
provisions” allow a 529 account to be
transferred to an ABLE account for the
client disabled before the age 26.
Like FPSNTs, any funds left in
the ABLE account at the beneficiary’s
death must be used to repay Medicaid,
but only amounts paid by Medicaid
since the establishment of the ABLE
account; not your client’s entire lifetime.
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While limited in the amount that
can be placed in them, ABLE accounts can be very useful for allowing
a disabled person to work and save
and also receive the government assistance she needs. Additionally—and
significantly—the disabled beneficiary
may use the account for herself for her
Qualified Disability Related Expenses
and not have to rely on someone else
(e.g. a trustee, parent or guardian) for
everything she wants to buy.
Pooled Special Needs Trust
Congress permitted a special type
of special needs trust to be established
by a non-profit entity.10 Pooled Special
Needs Trusts (PSNT) are the only type
of special needs trusts that may be used
by a disabled person age 65 or older
and are often used for smaller amounts
of proceeds. By “pooling” contributions
made by numerous disabled persons,
the PSNT operates like a bunch of
mini FPSNTs (each beneficiary has her
own account), and at the beneficiary’s
death, may either repay Medicaid (for
all amounts paid during the disabled
person’s lifetime), elect to have the
remainder value of the trust held in
the trust (remember, it’s a tax-exempt
entity) to benefit other disabled people
and nonprofit entities, or a combination of the two. And, in cases where

the Medicaid lien is expected to be less
than the value of the PSNT account at
death, your client may elect to have the
excess paid to individuals, less “a little
something” for the tax-exempt entity
(i.e., the PSNT).
In most every respect, a PSNT may
be used for the same purposes as a FPSNT, so they can be very advantageous.
There are many pooled special needs
trusts around the country. Kentucky’s
primary PSNT is called Life Plan of
Kentucky and is based in Lexington.
Information about this PSNT may be
found at lifeplanofky.org.11

Financial Planning for
Your Disabled Client
Financial planning can, and in
my opinion should, play a crucial role
in deciding how to use the proceeds
you have fought so hard to obtain for
your client. Like many things in life,
“one size does not fit all.” As all of us
are well-advised to engage in financial
planning throughout our adult lives, so
should we advise our disabled clients
as they are ready to settle a lawsuit
or when they receive (or are ready
to collect) a judgment. In fact, this is
probably even more important with a
disabled person who will likely need
special resources her entire life. Unfortunately, all too often this important

Have you moved, changed phone numbers,
added an e-mail address? Let us know.
Don’t miss a single publication, KJA legislative
alert, or opportunity to be kept informed of the most
current issues facing you in your practice.
Please call our office to update your information.
Phone: 502/339-8890
E-mail: Info@KentuckyJusticeAssociation.org

task receives short-shrift as a case winds
down and the lawyers scramble to finish
the case and advise placing money one
place or another.
The trial attorney would be
well-advised to use a financial planning team to prepare for proper
allocation and use of the ultimate
proceeds while the trial attorney is
preparing the case for mediation
or trial.
It is not rocket science to conclude
that financial planning is a comprehensive evaluation of an individual’s
current needs and financial situation
and using current known variables
(including the life care plan) to predict how to meet our client’s lifetime
financial needs; in supplementation
of government benefits. Flexibility for
unknown events should be crucial in
developing the financial plan. Different

professionals can bring different expertise to the table, depending on what
is needed in the circumstances. Such
individuals might include a traditional
financial planner, a CPA, a traditional
investment specialist (like a broker or
life insurance expert), a structured
settlement specialist, a special needs
and estate planning attorney, etc. Of
course, the extent of the team may
be largely dependent on the facts and
needs the injury presents. The worse
the disability, the more important the
financial planning process becomes; especially in an era of declining Medicaid
benefits and increased scrutiny.
Entering into financial planning
as early as possible makes your client’s
ultimate award of better use in order
to provide an improved quality of
life throughout her long or shortened
lifetime.

While I believe strongly that all
financial planning tools should be
considered, and a mix of investments
(including cash) should be used, structured settlements are often a significant
part of using the proceeds. As such,
they will now be given special attention.
Structured Settlements
Structured Settlements often
form a core part of planning for the
distribution of the proceeds, although
the extent of their use should be analyzed and balanced with the rest of the
financial plan. Most often structured
settlement proceeds (essentially annuity payments) will be paid into a
FPSNT, PSNT, ABLE account, or a
combination of them.
Most trial lawyers know that a
Continued on following page
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structured settlement is a negotiated
financial or insurance arrangement
through which a claimant agrees to
resolve all, or a portion of a tort claim
by receiving part or all the settlement
in the form of periodic payments on an
agreed schedule (i.e., as an annuity),
rather than in a lump sum.
Structured settlements became
more popular in the U.S. during the
1970s and 80s due to several rulings
and attractive income tax provisions.12
When properly formed, the payments
are not subject to income tax, can effectively increase the personal injury
award, and can be extremely attractive
in higher interest rate environments
(which we are slowly beginning to see
again). Structured settlements may be
less attractive in a low interest environment such as we experienced over the
last 9-10 years. Likewise, they should
be considered in conjunction with some
of the other financial planning tools and
investments briefly mentioned above.
To qualify for special tax treatment,
a structured settlement must meet the
following requirements:
• A structured settlement must be
established by:
- A suit or agreement for periodic
payment of damages excludable
from gross income under IRC §
104(a)(2), or
- An agreement for the periodic
payment of compensation under certain parts of the Worker’s
Compensation laws.
• The periodic payments must be of
the character described in subparagraphs (a) and (b) of IRC § 130(c)(2)
and must be payable to a person (or
FPSNT, PSNT or ABLE account)
who:
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- Is a party to the suit, agreement
or Worker’s Comp. claim, or
- By a person who has assumed
the liability for such periodic
payments under a qualified assignment, in accordance with
Code § 130.
While the requirements sound (and
are) technical, structured settlements
are a very important piece of planning
for a disabled client’s proceeds and
many experts know the ins-and-outs
of complying with the rules; including several major and long-standing
sponsors of KJA. As such, a structured
settlement should often be integrated
into planning for the disabled client’s
financial future.
I touched on a lot in this article. It
is my hope it provides an overview of
what a disability is, what type of government benefits might be maintained and
supplemented with the proceeds, how
to protect those government benefits
through various trusts and why it is
important to perform a financial plan
to bring it all together to protect your
client for her lifetime.
If you adopt a comprehensive
planning approach in helping your client decide how to best distribute the
proceeds gained from your hard work,
you can be a double hero to your client:
you will have achieved the maximum
proceeds possible for your client and
you will have planned well (with your
client’s involvement) for your client’s
future and maximum quality of life,
taking into consideration the disabilities
and challenges she faces!
— Jeff Yussman operates his special needs
practice under the trade name Yussman
Special Needs Law. Jeff has always concentrated in the areas of estate planning
and administration, but the birth of his
two special needs children led him into the

sub-specialty of planning for individuals
with special needs, where he now spends a
great deal of his practice time. Jeff is the
Treasurer and Executive Committee member of the national Special Needs Alliance
and is a Fellow in the American College
of Trusts and Estates Counsel.
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42 U.S.C. § 1382c(a)(3)(C).
42 U.S.C. § 423(D)(1)(A), (B), 416 (i)
(1).
3 42 U.S.C. § 1381, et. seq.
4 42 U.S.C. §§ 1395-1395kkk-1.
5 Title IX of the Social Security Act, §§
1900-1946, and §§ 1396-1—1396w of
Title 42 of the U.S. Code.
6 42 U.S.C. § 1396p(d)(4)(A)
7 See the 21st Century Cures Act (P.L
114-255). Section 5007 of this December 2016 law contains the “Fairness in
Medicaid Supplemental Needs Trusts”
law, enabling an individual (or her
attorney-in-fact) to establish a first party
special needs trust for herself.
8 The Social Security program operating manual system (called POMS) was
updated in late April 2018 to make clear
that the “sole benefit rule” may include
expenses for care tenders necessary to
take a disabled beneficiary on vacations, outings, etc., but must be used
judiciously for the care tender. Clearly,
this is a place where the rule “pigs get
fat and hogs get slaughtered” is in full
effect!
9 If the ABLE Account exceeds $100,000
(unlikely in most situations), the SSI is
suspended until the account again falls
below $100,000, but your client will not
lose her automatic Medicaid eligibility.
10 42 U.S.C. § 1396p(d)(4)(C).
11 In the spirit of full disclosure, I serve as
a volunteer, non-voting, unpaid, professional advisor to Life Plan of Kentucky.
12 See the Periodic Payment Settlements
Act of 1982, which established Section
130 of the Internal Revenue Code, as
well as amendments to Section 104(a)
(2) of the Code.

